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EXECUTIVE SUMMAR.Y “

The lower limit on the flit loading parameter, when measurement uncertainty is introduced, has restricted
DWPF pefiormance; therefore, any defensible relaxation or omission of thi!sconstraint should correspondingly
increase DWPF waste l,oading ~d efficiency. Limits on the fiit loading parameter were found necessary to
assure that the homogeneity constraint would be applied. to appropriate compositions. The homogeneity
constrain$ in- was needed to ensure that there was little possibility of producing phase separated glasses in
DWPF since the current durability mode~ which relates durability (which cannot be measured in situ) to
composition which can be determine~ is applicable to homogeneous glasses. Phase separated glasses can leach
differently than their homogeneous counterparts in a fashion that is not predictable. Thus the current waste
acceptance specification for DWPF-that glass produced be demonstrably more durable than that of the
Environmerit&i Assessment (EA) glass based uion the Product Consistency Test (PCT)--has been translated
into numerous constraints on composition.

\
There are c~ently four general sets of constraints (not associated with waste volubility) that pertain to assuring
acceptably durable glass is produced in DWPF high and low fi-it loading, minimum A1203,homogeneity, and
B, Li, and Na durability via the PCT. Since the data used to define the homogeneity conskint and durability
model were not obtained from designed experiments, the high and low tit and A1203constraints were necessary
to assure that the homogeneity constraint and durability model pertained to the glass composition in question.
The homogeneity constraint assures that the durability model will only be applied to homogeneous glasses.
These constraints were developed from the best information available before DWPF began radioactive .
operations; however, there have been concerns that these constraints may be overly conservative or redundant.

There is an on-going effort to examine the aforementioned constraints related to durability to either remove any
gross conservatism or redundancy. For example, it was determined from a preponderance of data that as long as
the AIZ03concentration was greater than4wt%inglass(orA12032 3 WI% and (Cs,~Li,Na)20 <19.3 wt%),
that the measurement acceptance requirement for the homogeneity constraint could be relaxed for DWPF
glasses produced @omTank 42 Sludge (i.e., Macrobatch 2). This assertion was confirmed using data obtained
from designed experiments. Since the lower flit loading constraint is now impacting DWJ?F operation, this
constraint is the next to be examined in sfich detail.

An earlier study indicated that the lower fiit loading constraint could not be relaxed or omitted based upon
purely mathematical or statistical reasoning. However, as descriied previously there have been occasions when
certain requirements on a constraint have been relaxed based upon the current state of knowledge of DWPF
glass chemistry when supported by experimental evidence. In a similar veiq the primary conclusion drawn
from this examination of the lower fiit loading constraint in light of all other DWPF process and product ~
constraints is that the lower flit loading constraint can be omitted as long as the A1203concentration is greater
than 4.43 w@? in glass and all other process and product constraints are applied as described in pertinent
technical baseline documents.

In other words, based upon glass chemistry knowledge and supported by experimental evidence, there appears
to be no additional risk of unknowingly producing phase separated waste glasses in DWPF if the lower fit
loading constraint is omitted-provided that the minimum A1203lid is increased to 4.43 wt% in glass and all
other constraints are applied as described in pertinent technical baseline documents. As a matter of fac$
knowledge and experimental da@ indicate that DWFF glasses will be more likely to phase separate if the
proportion of fit in the glass increases. Furthei-more, the acceptance changes in applying the lower fiit loading
constraint pertain to all expected DWPF glasses, not just those for glasses produced from Tank 42 Sludge.
However, it is recommended that these assertions be tested for each new macrobatch that will be immobilized in
DWPF as part of required wwiabiIity testing.
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.:INTRODUCTION ,

The lower limit on the fiit loading parameter when measurement uncertainty is introduced has impacted DWPF
performance during immobilization of Tank 42 Sludge; therefore, any defensible relaxation or omission of this
constraint should correspondingly increase DWPF waste loading and efficiency. Waste loading should-be
increased because the addition of fiit is the current remedy for exceeding the lower fit loading constraint. For
example, flit was added to DWPF SME Batches 94, 97 and 98 to remedy these batches for low flit loading.
Attempts were also made to add flit in addition to the optimum computed to assure the lower frit loading
constraint would be satisfied however, approximately half of the SME Batches produced after Batch 98 have
violated the lower fiit loading constraint. If the DWPF batches did not have to be remediated and additional fit
a~ded becaus~ of the lower flit loading limi~ ~en both, the petiormance of the DWPF process and @e waste
loading in the glass produced would be increased.

LBefore determining whether or not the lower fiit loading liit can be relaxed or omitted, the origin of this and
the other constraints related to durability prediction must be examined. The lower ii-it loading constraint results
&om the need to make highly durable glass in DWPF. “It is required that DWPF demonstrate that the glass
produced would have durability that is at least two standard deviations greater than that of the Environmental
Assessment (EA) glass [1]. Glass durability camot be measured in sit.q it must be predicted from composition
which can be measured. Fortunately, the leaching characteristics of homogeneous waste glasses is strongly
related to the total molar free energy of the constituent species [2]. Thus the waste acceptance specification has
been translated into a requirement that the total molar free energy associated with the glass composition that

‘would be produced from a DWPF melter feed batch be less than that of the EA glass accounting for both
prediction uncertainty (including bias) and measurement uncertainty to a confidence level of 95% [3].
However, it was discovered during Integrated DWPF Melter System (IDMS) testing that under certain
conditions, DWPF glasses were prone to phase separate resulting in glasses that had noticeably unpredictable
an~ at times, unacceptable leaching behavior.

Phase separation is the growth of two or more non-crystalline glassy phases each of which possesses a different
composition than that of the overall me~t [4]. Such phase separation generally takes the form of immiscible
liquid phases wlhch differ not only in chemical compositio~ but also in density and surface tension. Factors
such as the relative densities and viscosities of the resulting liquid phases, their interphase surface energies, and
the melt conditions determine the behavior and degree of separation of the resulting glass phases [5].
Furthermore, if the composition of one of the phases in contact with the leaching medium is such that the phase
is highly leachable (relative to the overall glass composition), then the durability of the glass produced will not
only be unpredictable from current Mormatioq the glass may leach more than the EA glass which is the
benchmark for acceptable glass durability [6]. Thus a restriction denoted the homogeneity constraint was
formulated in composition space to ensure that there was very little possibility of this scenario occuming in
DWPF [2,7].

Thus the homogeneity constraint was necessary to ensure that there was little chance of producing phase
,separated glasses in DWPF since the durability mode~ which relates the normalized release to compositio~” is
applicable to homogeneous glasses. The homogeneity constiint defines phase separation in waste glasses in
terms of the less dense (or “lighter weighf’) constituents and the more dense (or “heavier weight”) constituents.
The more dense constituents are oxides primarily found in sludge, and the contribution from these oxides has
bee% perhaps confusingly, denoted “sludge loading.”1 Similarly, the less dense constituents are oxides
primarily found in the glass forming fii~ therefore, their contribution was designated as the ‘%-it loading;
which is not synonymous with the relative contribution of the flit in glass.2

1

2

- ,,:.;~---.

The parameter in the homogeneity constraint that has been denoted as “sludge loading; which is comprised
of only a selected subset (i.e., Alz03, CaO, Ce203, Fez03, La20~, M003, and YZ03) of sludge oxides, should
not be confused with the relative fraction of total sludge oxides in glass which is normally referred to as
sludge loading. This distinction will be emphasized in this report to avoid conf%sion.
For example, Frits 200 and 202 contain a significant fraction of MgO which is not included in the flit
loading definition. Other flits have contained oxides such as TiOz and ZrOz which are also not included in
the fit loading definition.
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The data used to define the homogeneity constraint were not obtained from designed experiments. Thus it could
not be determined whether the two phase liquid-liquid immiscibility boundaries in this idealized ii-it-sludge
composition space had been adequately defined. Limits were thus necessary to restrict the locus of glass
compositions over which the homogeneity constraint was applicable. Due to the complexity of the idealized
sludge loading deftition (including inco~orating a number of oxides not appearing in significant
concentrations in DWPF glasses), it was deemed unsatisfactory to impose a constraint based upon this
parameter. Instead a domain restriction was imposed upon the fiit loading parameter since this term was easily
defined and reasonable, and the glass fractions represented by the sludge and frit loading parameters are nearly
complementary for DWPF glasses.

‘flus as illus~ated in Figure 1, there are curre?tly four general sets of constraints (not associated w+.h waste
volubility) that are necessary to assure that acceptably durable glass is produced in DWPF: high and low fiit
loading, minimum AIZOJ, homogeneity, and B, Li, and Na durability. Since the data used to define the
homogeneity conkraint were not obtained from designed experiments, the fit loading constraints were
necessary to assure that the homogeneity constraint would only be applied to appropriate glass compositions.
The constraint on minimum AlzOt in glass was needed to assure that glasses were in a composition region
where the durability model would apply [3]. The homogeneity constraint assures that the current durability
model will only be applied to homogeneous glasses. Once these constraints have been satisfied, then the B, Li,
and Na normalized releases can be estimated and tested against the EA glass release for acceptability. These
constraints were developed from the best information available before DWPF began radioactive operations;
however, there have been concerns that these constraints related to durability prediction may be overly
conservative and/or redundant.

Acceptable Projected Glass Durability
I

Predicted B, Li, and Na Normalized Releases
less than those for EA Glass by “2-sigma”

/

A12032 3 Wt% Homogeneity Constraint Satisfied

in glass 70< Frit Loadings 85’?40

I Melter Feed Composition Measurement where 95 s ZOxides < 105’ZO I
Figure 1. The Constraints Related to DWPF Durability Prediction and Acceptance

There has been an on-going effort to examine the constraints related to durability prediction to either remove
any gross conservatism or redundancy. For example, it was previously determined flom a preponderance of
historic information that as long as the AIZOSconcentration was greater than approximately 4 W’??in glass (or
A1203 2 3 wt% and (Cs,K,Li,Na)20 < 19.3 w’%), that the measurement acceptance requirement for the
homogeneity constraint could be relaxed for DWPF glasses produced from Tank 42 Sludge [8]. This assertion
was confiied using data obtained from designed experiments. Since the lower frit loading constraint has
impacted DWPF performance, this constraint is the next to be examined in such detail.

Relating Phase Separation to Composition

The homogeneity constraint is necessary to ensure that there is little chance of producing phase separated
glasses in DWPF since the durability model, which relates the normalized release to composition, is applicable
to homogeneous glasses. The homogeneity constraint defines phase separation in waste glasses in terms of the
less dense (or “lighter weight”) constituents and the more dense (or “heavier weight”) constituents. The more
dense constituents are oxides primarily found in sludge, and the contribution from these oxides has been
denoted “sludge loading.” This “sludge loading” parameter should not be confused with the relative fraction of
total sludge oxides in glass. The less dense constituents are oxides (i.e., CS20, K20, LizO, Na20, B20~, and

2
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Si02) primarily found in the glass forming fri~ therefore, their contribution was designated as the “fit loading:’
which is not synonymous with the relative contribution of the fit in glass. If the parameter ~~fideindicates the
true mass percentage of an oxide in glass, then the true sludge, Z,, and fiit loading, Xf,parameters are defined
as:

‘s = &A1203 + ~CaO + ~Ce203 + ~Fe203 + ~La203 + ~Mo03 + &Nd203 + ~Y203 “

~f = ~CS20 +~K20 ‘~Li20 ‘~Na,O ‘~B,OS ‘~sio~

A database consisting of 110 glasses which had “known” phase characteristics and compositions was previously
compiled from historic DWPF information [2]. Of these glasses, 88 were characterized as homogeneous and 22
were characterized as phase separated. Concentrations measured by Corning Engineering Laboratory Services
(CELS) or bias-corrected to CELS standards were used to estimate Z, and Zf for these glasses since CELS
measurement errors were likely negligible when appropriately compared to the currently indeterminate errors in
properly chissi~ing phase separated versus homogeneous glasses [3,7].

Figure 2 illustrates the distribution of the 110 “known” glasses in the composition space defined by the sludge
and fiit loading parameters defined previously. In this particular contrived composition space, there is an

apparent distinction between the homogeneous (0) and phase separated (6) populations as indicated by the
ellipsoids. However, the ellipsoidal appearance of the distributions is merely an artifact of the glass
compositions considered. For example, if the glass compositions had been generated using an optimized,
extreme vertices-mixture design, the distributions would likely have resembled trapezoids instead of ellipses.
However, because the distributions happened to resemble ellipses, a mathematical description based upon a
discriminrmt analysis was used to define a constraint that discriminated between those compositions likely or
not likely to be homogeneous [7] in the contrived composition space. For the glasses represented in Figure 2, if
the composition satisfied the following constraint

-5.6478X, –1.6035Zf + 210.9203 s O, (1)

then the glass would likely be homogeneous and the durability model would be applicable.s

However, since the glasses were not obtained from statistically designed studies, there was a need to assure that
the homogeneity constraint represented by Equation 1 would be applied to only those glasses from the same
general composition domain as those used to develop the constraint. The desired solution [7] would have been
to place domain restrictions on the sludge loading parameter, Z,, for the glass in question. Unfortunately due to
the complexity of the sludge loading definition (including incorporating a number of cations not appearing in
significant concentrations in DWPF glasses), it was deemed unsatisfactory to impose a constraint based upon
the Z, parameter. Instead a domain restriction was imposed upon the fit loading parameter, Xf, for a glass since
this term was easily defined and reasonable, and the fact that these parameters are nearly complementary for
DWPF glasses [7]. Thus the restriction 70< Zf s 85’%0was placed on DWPF glasses to assure that the
constraint in Equation 1 would be legitimately applied (since tlds is the range of the fit loading parameter
considered in Figure 2) [7].

It is the lower limit on tit loading (i.e., 70< Z&when measurement uncertainty is introduced-that currently
impacts DWPF operational efficiency for DWPF Macrobatch 2. It is desired to determine if the measurement
uncertainty requirement for the lower flit loading constraint can be relaxed-as it was for the homogeneity
constraint for DWPF Macrobatch 2 operation [8]-or, ultimately, omitted in a defensible manner and the
available DWPF operating region and efficiency correspondingly increased.

3 As noted previously, a separate constrain~ A1203 23 wt% in glass, was needed to assure that the glasses
produced would be in a composition region where the durability model is applicable [3]. I

3
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Frit, Sf

—. Bivariate Normal Ellipse %0.950 Typ-Homogeneous

_ Bivariate Normal Ellipse ~0.950 Type=Phase Separated

\
Bivariate Type=Homogeneous )
Variable Mean Std Dev Correlation Signif. Prob Number
Frit 75.21361 2.224763 -0.62287 0.0000 88
Sludge 18.19214 1.587587

J

Bivariate Type=Phase Separated )
Variable Mean Std Dev Correlation Signif. Prob Number
Frit 77.48045 1.844718 -0.72992 0.0001 22
Sludge 13.17364 1.34573

J

Fiwre 2. The SRS class discriminant function information is shown for the set of 110 THERMO model
glasses w~h “known” phase characteristics [7].

Examining the Frit Loading Constraints for DWPF Macrobatch 2 Operation

Historically, it had been hoped that the tlit loading constraints might be discovered to be redundant when all
other processing and product constraints (e.g., durability, liquidus temperature, melt viscosity, etc.) are imposed
to determine acceptance. For example, it can be shown that the lower flit loading and either the liquidus
temperature or the homogeneity constraints can be redundant under certain DWPF processing conditions [9]. In
general, however, the lower frit loading will not be redundant with any constraint or set of constraints for
DWPF Macrobatch 2 material [9]. Thus there is no simple, mathematical argument to omit, or even relax, the
lower flit loading constraint.

..

-.

Since there is no straightforward mathematical argument for fiit loading relaxation, it was hoped that apparent
violations of the lower frit loading constraint for DWPF Macrobatch 2 operation might be due to solely
measurement uncertainty issues. For example, it can be shown that Zf must be greater than 70°/0(i.e., a glass

4
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must satisfy the lower tit loading constraint) if the true total oxide contribution from sludge to glass-not the
sludge loading parameter-is less than 26.7’%o(for sludge-only operation using Frit 200 [9]). Since initial testing
of the Macrobatch 2 sludge material indicated that the total oxide contribution from sludge to glass might be as
high as approximately 26% [10], the sludge loading of the material produced by DWPF during Macrobatch 2
was examined. The total oxide contributions from sludge to glass-again not the sludge loading parameters-
for the Macrobatch 2 SME batches were consistently and significantly greater than 26.7’% meaning that
fortunately DWPF was able to obtain higher total oxide contributions from sludge to glass than initial tests
indicated. It was determined that the lower fi-it loading constraint could not be omitted, or even relaxe~ based
upon this or any other purely mathematical or statistical reasoning [9].

However, there have been examples where the measurement uncertainty requirements for DWPF process
control constraints have been relaxed for other than strictly mathematical or statistical reasons. A strict
application of measurement uncertainty was not required for the ZOxides constraints since [3]:

“[t]he conservation, or ‘sum of oxides’ [or ZOxides] specification was defined by the
principal investigator to assure that the laboratory providing the composition analyses was
under control... This specification is a bound on laboratory analyses based upon tolerable
errors when attempting to predict durability from glass composition. Thus no additional
[measurement] error must be incorporated when applying this specification to DWPF control
analyses.” ‘

The reasoning for not requiring the introduction of measurement uncertainty for the ZOxides constraint was
based upon expert knowledge of the behavior of the glass dissolution and analysis phenomena [2,11]—not
strictly on mathematical or statistical grounds.

The Effect of A1203 on Glass Durability and Phase Separation

For DWPF Macrobatch 2 operation, the measurement uncertainty requirement was relaxed for the homogeneity
constraint based upon historical evidence and, again, expert knowledge [8]. As illustrated in Figure 3, the
composition and durability measurements for well over a thousand waste glasses4 were examined, and it was
discovered that either 1) increasing the minimum AlzOq to 4 wt’% or 2) imposing an additional constraint of
(Cs,K,Li,Na)zO 219.3 wt% in glass appeared to assure that Macrobatch 2 glasses would likely be significantly
more durable than the EA glass [8]. Of all these glasses, there were only six that had normalized releases in the
proximity of the EA glass value while violating either of the two constraints enumerated above. However, these
six glasses from the Hanford CVS [15] were either exceedingly high in B203 (2 19.6 wt’%oin glass) or low in
FezO~ (S 2.5 wt% in glass). Th~, these six t%ll well outside the feasible range of glasses expected during
Macrobatch 2 processing and do not pose problems for Tank 42 Sludge immobilization using either of the
above two constraints.

These results do indicate that if DWPF is ever required to produce glasses with much higher B203
concentrations than are currently expected, that the effects of B203 on phase separation and durability will have
to be examined in much greater detail. (A similar case can also be made for any DWPF glasses that have very
low Fe203 concentrations.) However, discussion of the potential impacts of B203 on phase separation and
durability are outside the scope of this report as there is no current plausible scenario for producing DWPF
glasses high enough in B203 to be problematic.

4 These glasses represent all the data used for THERMO model development and validation [2], the sludge-
only glasses from the Tank 51 variability study [12,13], the two pour stream samples from DWPF macro-
batch 1 [14], the PNNL Compositional Variation Study (CVS) glasses [15], and the glasses from the Tank
42 variability study [8].

5
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Figure 3. The relationship between WT?40AlzOJ in glass and wt% (Cs,K,Li,Na)zO in glass for all available
glasses. The normalized boron releases for glasses with durabilities in the proximity of that for the
EA glass are shown.

There is one additional glass of interest to the examination of durability and phase separation as possible
t%nctions of the A1203 and (Cs,K,Li,Na)zO concentrations in glass: Hanford Glass H-G-0244. This particular
glass, which is highlighted in Figure 3, was found to be phase separated by TEM even though it possessed a
measured A]ZOS concentration of 4.17 wtYo in glass. However, it should be noted that this measured
concentration for H-G-0244 was below the limit of 4.36 WtO/OA1203in glass recommended in Reference 8 when
measurement uncertainty is introduced. This glass also had a measured B203 concentration of 9.1 wt%oin glass
which is considerably greater than the maximum (i.e., B203 <7.5 wtOAin glass) expected for DWPF processing
[16]. Furthermore, this glass did possess a normalized release approximately an order of magnitude less than
that of the EA glass and, thus, does not appear to impact the conclusions horn the homogeneity relaxation effort
[8]. However, since few of the glasses represented in Figure 3 were collected from designed experiments, it will
be recommended in this report that the minimum Al@s concentration be raised from 4.36 to 4.43 wt%~ in glass

5

6

The value of 4.43 is obtained when the relative percent standard deviation of 5. I?40(and 21 degrees of
freedom) from the DWPF prototypic study [17] for the SME A1203mixed acid measurement is applied to
the mean of the two composition analyses for the H-G-0244. These analyses were performed by ADS;
however, this is the best measurement information currently available.
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for DWPF operation because t& limit will be based upon the highest measured alumina concentration for
which phase separated glasses have been observed. This should help prevent both poorly durable as well as
phase separated glasses from being produced in DWPF.

The relaxation of the. homogeneity constraint for DWPF Macrobatch 2 was intended to help increase
operational efficiency in DWPF s’tice this constraint significantly affected Macrobatch 1 and was thought likely
to impact the next m,crobatch. Unfortunately, because of composition differences between Macrobatches 1 and
2 [9], relaxation of the homogeneity constraint did not significantly improve operational efficiency for
Macrobatch 2 as the lower fit loading constraint was merely violated instead causing remediation of SME
l!atches to still be necessary at a much higher frequency than expected. Thus the anticipated efficiency increase
Vas not realized for DWPF Macrobatch 2 operation when the measurement uncertainty requirement was
relaxed for- the homogerieity constraint. This’ resulted in a detailed examination of the lower frit loading
constraint.

-...
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GLASS CHEMISTRY PRINC~PLES AS THEY RELATE TO FRIT LOADING

A strict mathematical examination of the frit loading specification (in light of all other process and product
constraints) does not allow for omission or even relaxation for DWPF Macrobatch 2 operation [9]. However, in
the past, the measurement uncert.@ty requirements for selected process control constraints (e.g., ZOxides in
general and homogeneity for Macrobatch 2) have been relaxed based upon a solid foundation of both statistical
and glass chemistry knowledge [3,8]. The treatment of these constraints will be investigated to see if the tit
loading constraints can be relaxed based upon similar reasoning. However, this examination of the lower frit
l~ading constraint is just an interim measure. Whether or not the lower frit loading constraint can be relaxed, the
reformation obtained from this study will be used in conjunction with that collected since DWPF start-up in the
dn-going reevaluation of those cons~aints (e.g., A1Z03,homogeneity, etc.) associated with durability prediction.. .

Lack of Analogy to Conservation or “Sum of oxides” Constraints

\
As previously stated, the specification on the tit loading parameter (i.e., 70< X~< 8594.)was deemed necessary
to restrict application of the homogeneity constraint to only those glasses from a compositional domain similar
to that used to derive the homogeneity constraint [7]. In this respect, the flit loading constraints resemble the
specification on the conservation of measured oxide mass or XOxides (i.e., 95 < ZOxides < 1050A)which is
used primarily as a check on laboratory composition measurements necessary for durability prediction. Using
this rationale, it was determined that no additional measurement acceptance requirement would have to be
imposed upon the ZOxides cor@raints for DWPF process control [3].

It will be difficult to make an analogous case that no measurement acceptance requirement should be imposed
upon the fit loading constraints for DWPF process control. The tiit loading specification is also meant to be a
bound on necessary laboratory analyses, but in this case, based upon tolerable composition measurement errors
when attempting to predict phase separation in new waste glass compositions. However, it must be recognized
that the characterization of homogeneity is very different tlom that of durability. The durability of a
homogeneous waste glass can be measure~ it is a continuous variable that can be related to a rational, fust-
principles based fimction of composition [2]. On the other hand, the homogeneity of a glass is a categorical
description of the nature of the phases comprising the glass that is scale dependent and difficult to deftitively
disce~ especially for the techniques (i.e., Scanning and Transmission Electron Microscopy) used to examine
the DWPF giasses. The relationship described by Equation 1 is merely a mathematical description of the
discrimination (e.g., “Yes/’No” relationship) obtained between the (categorical) homogeneous and phase
separated populations in the contrived composition space illustrated in Figure 2. Equation 1 is not a fust-
principles based relationship relating a continuous variable (e.g., durability, viscosity, etc.) to a rational timction
of composition. Therefore, it is very dii%cult, if not impossible, to determine what errors would be tolerable for
such a relationship as homogeneity the analogy between XOxides and frit loading is thus lacking.

Furthermore, one other difference between these specifications is that the expectation for XOxides is towards
the middle of the acceptance region (i.e., an error-free analysis of a glass composition including all correct
oxide forms would equal 10004); whereas, the expected value for the fit loading parameter (all other things
being equal) depends upon the waste and fit compositions as well as the target total sludge oxides in glass. In
other words, as analyses improve (or more samples are analyzed), the XOxides parameter will tend to approach
the middle of its acceptance region (i.e., 95< XOxides < 105%); whereas, the frit loading parameter will merely
approach its true value which is both composition and target dependent and might well fall outside its
acceptable region of 70 < Zf < 850A. Thus the information pertaining to relaxation of the measurement
acceptance requirement for the ZOxides constraint will not allow the lower fiit loading constraint to be relaxed
in a similar fashion.

Analogy to Relaxation of Homogeneity MAR Requirement for Tank 42 (or Batch lB) Sludge

As noted previously, there is one other constraint whose current DWPF process control implementation does
not require the introduction of composition measurement uncertainty for acceptance determination the
homogenei~ constraint for Tank 42 (or Batch lB) Sludge [8]. All subsequent discussions of homogeneous
versus phase separated glasses in this report are made assuming that a single cooling regime (i.e., quenching) is

8
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used. In genetil, amorphous p&e separatio~ which cannot be measured in si~ must be avoided in DWPF
glasses since such glasses can leach dfierently than their homogeneous counterparts in a fashion that cannot be
predicted. The durability of phase separated waste glasses has been’ found to be unpredictable by any @own
first-principles based models [2]. Varioys relationships were investigated in an attempt to adequately
discriminate between homogeneous and phase separated glasses in composition space [7] for DWPF process
control. Based upon distributions in the (2R20-(Si02+Alz03) -B203) ternary and ZRzO-AlzOs-Bz03-Fe203
quaternary composition spaces. and phase classifications determined from scanning and transmission electron
microscopy, a relationship was discerned based on up to seven major and seven minor glass components that
~dequately distinguished the 22 phase separated from the 88 homogeneous waste glass compositions whose
phase characteristics had been determined [7]. This relationship was descriied by Equation 1 and its
domespond@~ discrimination of the available data was illustrated in Figure 2.

.

Thus discrimination between the available homogeneous and phase separated glasses was adequately descriied
in a composition ~ace synthesized from two macro-components: 1) the oxide mass from all sources of alkali,
boro~ and silicon (or the less dense components) and 2) the oxide mass from selected sludge (or denser)
components. Some sludge components (e.g., those for Ni, N@ etc.) insignificant concentrations were excluded
from the sludge macro-component because they were found to be insignificant to the discrimination. Other,
minor sludge constituents (e.g., Y, Mo, etc.) had significant influence on discrimination [7]. However, these
influences may be misleadhg-and possibly specious— as few of the glasses examine& if any, were obtained
from statistically designed experiments. Furthenqore, they were outside the range of current DWPF operation.
If it is discovered that glass durability cannot be directly related to composition (that is, without the need of
such intermediaries as homogeneity and tit loading), such designed experiments will be needed to better define
the sludge macro-component necessary to describe adequately all expected DWPF waste glasses.

Despite these concerns, the composition space described in Figure 2 appears to make intuitive sense because
glass-in-glass phase separation normally forms as glasses of different densities (which are thus related to the
mass-riot molar-oxide ii-actions) separate out of the primary glass phase. Since most of the less dense or
“lighter” components in DWPF waste glass come primarily .fiom glass-forming tits, the parameter, Zfi in
Equation 1 describing these less dense $omponent concentrations was referred to as ‘%-itloading” or “ZFrit”
(where ZFrit = Zd. The fiit loading p~ameter should not be coni%.sedwith the fi-action of total fiit in glass. Thus
the domain restrictions that were necessary to restrict application of the homogeneity constraint to only
appropriate glass compositions, which were defined based upon the ZFrit parameter [7], were referred to as the
tit loading constraints. It is desired to relax the measurement uncertainty for (or omit altogether) the lower flit
loading constraint without increasing the risk of producing phase separated and/or poorly durable waste glasses
in DWPF.

However, before assessing any ramifications resulting from relaxing the lower frit loading constrain~ the
homogeneity constraint must be examined in greater detail. It is known that the relationship descriled in Figure
2, whereby the phase separation is related to the sludge and flit loading parameters, does not provide the
complete story. It has been demonstrated that the presence of sufficient A1203profoundly mitigates amorphous
phase separation in borosilicate glasses [18]—that is, in a manner not entirely described by the homogeneity

, discriminator found in Figure 2 [8]. For example, the addition of A1203 to a phase separated DWPF PUREX-
Iype glass resulted not only in a homogeneous glass but also an order of magnitude reduction in the normalized
boron release [2]. It was attempted to capture this behavior of A1203 by defining a separate limit on the
minimum alumina concentration (i.e., A1203 23.0 wt??) that must be present in DWPF glass to assure that
durability would be predictable [3]. Furthermore, the preponderance of din-ability and composition data for
waste glasses representative of those expected in DWPF indicates that it is most likely the combination of low
A1203(which allows, or perhaps promotes, phase separation) and high alkali concentrations (which indicates an
exacerbated strong base-weak acid-effect [2]) that results in poorly durable DWPF glasses6 [8]. These da~ also
indicate that if the A1203 concentration is maintained above 4 vvt% in glass that poorly durable glasses will
likely not be produced at even much higher total alkali concentrations (e.g., up to 30% ZR20 in glass) [8];
furthermore, such DWPF glasses will tend to be predictable (by the current durability model [2]) since they are

6 In this repo~ “poorly durable” indicates normalized leach values approaching (or worse than) those
obtained for the Environmental Assessment (EA) glass. See Figure 4 on page 11 for an illustration.

9
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not likely to undergo amorphou~ phase separation [8]. However, since few of these data were obtained from
designed studies, it was necessary that the results from the required, designed variability study for Tank 42
sludge [19] confii these assertions, which they did [8].

AS part of the study to determige whether ,the measurement uncertainty requirement for the homogeneity
constraint could be relaxe~ it was noted that the alkali sw ZRZO, in concert with A1203 appeared to
significantly impact durability whereas, the A1Z03 concentration alone was a reliable indicator of phase
separation for expected DWPF glass compositions [8]. However, there was insufficient evidence to redefine the
phase separation discriminator solely in AIZOJ-ZRZOspace (or to relate durability to compositio~ in general);
tkk space appeared much more amenable to bounding poorly durable glass than allowing the prediction of
$hase separation. Additional such evidence, if obtained, may provide the vehicle necessary to relate durability
directly to c&npositio~ foregoing the need t~ determine homogeneity (and thus to verify fiit loading). A
rigorous approa~h to assigning a cotildence level will be necessary to make this approach viable for DWPF
process control. ~ork is currently planned to examine the likelihood of using the A1Z03-ZRZ0composition
space to either help reduce the number of constraints on DWPF durability prediction or directly relate durability
to composition space.

Therefore, although the AlzO~ and ZRZO concentrations appear to provide valuable insight into both phase
separation and durability [8] for expected DWPF glass compositions [16], there appears to be no strong
relationship between just the fiit loading parameter and either the tendency for a DWPF glass to phase separate
or be poorly durable. In fact there can be no fundamental relationship between just tit loading and either phase
separation or durability otherwise, the intended relaxation of the lower fit loading constraint would be
untenable for DWPF process control. As illustrated in Figure 2, the projections of the homogeneous and phase
separated glass compositions onto the ii-it loading axis significantly overlap. Instead it appears to be the pair-
wise relationship between the fnt (or less dense) components and the sludge (or denser) components—
especially Al—that dictates phase separation for these waste glass compositions; it is not a strong fi.mction of
solely the tit loading parameter.

Furthermore, the total alkaline concentration (via the strong base-weak acid effect) appears to drive DWPF
waste glasses to be poorly durable (apparently when they are already phase separated because of a low AlzO~
concentration) [8]. Historic information indicates that poorly durable glasses can be found that possess flit
loadings down to 66.24% (or well below the lower limit of 70’%);however, none of these poorly durable glasses
have A1Z03concentrations greater than 4% in glass. To fiuther confm these assertions, composition and
durability measurements were made by the SRTC Mobile Laboratory on seven glasses horn a designed series
used to examine the effect of composition on liquidus temperature for expected DWPF compositions [16]. All
these glasses had S~values below the limit of 70%. The normalized boron releases for these glasses are plotted
as fi,mctionsof the appropriate composition terms in Figure 4. The S~values for the seven glasses and those data
used to generate the current durability model [2,3] are also provided. There appears to be no fimdamental
relationship between either phase separation or durability and solely the fit loading parameter.

AS illustrated in Figure 4, durability appears to increase as the frit loading parameter decreases for these seven
glasses. Furthermore, the leach responses of all seven glasses are acceptable when compared to EA glass; only
the SG47 glass, which has relatively low AlzO~(i.e., 2.67%) and high ZRZO(i.e., 18.43%) concentrations, has a
leach response that even approaches that of EA glass (which could be due to the strong base-weak acid effect).
This does not mean that none of these glasses are phase separated (as SG47 may well be). These results indicate
that none of the leach responses for these seven glasses are poorly behaved; such behavior is a strong indication
of amorphous phase separation or, perhaps, lack of structural integrity. Thus the best information available
indicates that there appears to be no fundamental relationship between solely the fiit loading parameter and the
tendency for an expected DWPF glass to either phase separate or be poorly durable. Thus even though the frits
used in DWPF are phase separated and the fit loading parameter provides an indication of how much frit is in a
glass, the tendency for a DWPF waste glass to phase separate or be insufficiently resistant to leaching appears
to be strong fimctions of constituent AIZ03 and ZRZO concentrations –not solely the ffit loading parameter.
Therefore, relaxation of the lower fiit loading constraint is warranted because there appears to be no
unreasonable chance of the glasses in question exhibiting unexpected phase separation or leaching behavior due
solely to decreased fiit loading (i.e., below 70’XO).

10
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Figure 4. Boron durability, IoglO~) (g/L)], versus composition for seven Iiquidus temperature study
glasses, SG~ [16] exhibiting low fiit loading (i.e., Sf c 70%). Model data are shown (in gray) and

, computed Sfvalues are provided in parentheses for the SGXXglasses. The limit taken as the average
of the measured boron results, or Ioglo[l 6.7 (g/L)] = 1.22 is also provided for reference.

As a matter of fac~ the current state of Imowledge concerning DWPF glass chemistry indicates that it is when
the total oxide contribution from sludge in a glass is relatively high (and thus fit loading is corresponding low
for sludge-only glasses) that the tendency for a glass to phase separate is also relatively low [2]: Therefore, even
if the fit loading parameter has a more profound impact on phase separation (and/or durability) than suspecte~
those DWPF glasses that violate the lower flit loading constraint appear to be unlikely candidates for
amorphous phase separation. As suggested by Figure 4, this agrees with historic evidence indicating that DWPF
waste glasses may be more likely to phase separate as the fiit proportion increases; however, the advent of
phase separation in DWPF glasses appears to be a much stronger fimction of the effect that increasing fit
loading has on the Alz03 concentration [8]. Thus based upon the current state of knowledge concerning DWPF
waste glasses, the risk of having any anticipated DWPF waste glass with a ii-it loading less than 70’%exhibit
amorphous phase separation (or unacceptable, durability) appears to be very low as long as the A1203
concentration is greater than 4 W% in glass.

However, the drawing of this conclusion is just an intermediate step in the on-going effort to reevaluate the
constraints (i.e., flit loading, A1203, ZR20, and homogeneity) associated with durability prediction for DWPF
control. Addltioml work is planned that includes examining the measurements from glasses obtained since
DWPF start-up; many are uranium-bearing glasses obtained from sludge-only operation (whereas all but one of
the glasses considered for model develop were fabricated from simulated sludge feeds without uranium).
Designed experiments are also planned to generate those glasses needed to complement existing data so that all
models will be based upon well designed data. However, as discussed in this repo~ any changes made to the
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.
manner in which durability is predicted for DWPF control must be made in such a way as to maintain rigorous
defensibility.

Finally, even if the lower tit loading constraint is omitted, the imposition of the current Iiquidus temperature
constraint [14] will tend to prevent the ackal fit loading of any expected DWPF glass from being significantly
below the lower limit of 70% [9]. Therefore, the glasses produced in this manner cannot be far below the
minimum considered for development of the homogeneity constraint-which was the primary motivation for
defiing the fiit loading constraints [14]. It appears as though relaxation of the measurement requirement on—
qr even omission of—the lower frit loading constraint will involve minimal risk for DWPF product control.
This is especially true since lowering the fit loading is likely the wrong direction to promote. amorphous phase
~paration (apd thus poor durability predictability) based upon the current state of DWPF glass chemistry
knowledge. However, these assumptions should be confirmed as part of required designed, variability testing
[20] prior to vi “fication of any new macrobatch in DWPF. The most significant outcome from this

7examination of th lower fiit loading constraint is that it appears more likely than ever that it maybe possible
(via designed experiments) to directly relate durability to composition for DWPF process control without
abandoning the fust-principles of glass chemis~, such an outcome would obviate the need to impose the
constraints related to both phase separation and fit loading for DWPF process control.

*
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOlflMENDATIONS

The primaryconclusion that can be drawn from this examination of the DWPF process and product constraints
is that the lower flit loading constraint can be omitted as long as the true A1203 concentration is greater than
4.43 wt% in glass and all other process and product constraints are applied as described in pertinent technical
baseline documentation [3,8]. Btied upon glass chemistry knowledge and supported by experimental evidence,
there appears to be little risk of unknowingly producing phase separated waste glasses in DWPF-provided that
the minimum A1203limit is increased to 4.43 wt% in glass (and all other constraints are applied as before [3,8]).

To summarize, when

i
● the Mts on B, Li; and Na releases, oxide conservatio~ Iiquidus temperature, melt viscosity, ‘high

fit loading, and waste solubilities (including limits on maximum Ti02, NaCl, NaF, Cr203, Na2S04,
Q andP2~5 concentrations) are applied as described in pertinent baseline documentation [3,8] and

. the @nirnum true A1203concentration is raised to 4.43 wt’??oin glass

then

● the lower fiit loading constraint can be omitted from the acceptance determination.7

F&ermore, the acceptance changes in applying the lower fiit loading constraint pertain to all expected DWPF
glasses, not just those for DWPF Macrobatch 2. However, it would be prudent in the fidure to test these
assertions for each new macrobatch that will be immobilized in DWTF as part of required variability testing.

7 For Tank 42 Sludge, this implies that the measurement uncertainty requirement for the homogeneity
constraint and that the lower fit loading constraint can be omitted.
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